"BLUE CLEAR SKY"

CASSETTE: "Blue Clear Sky" by George Strait, MCA Records
CHOREO: Kelli McChesney
INTRO: Wait 36 beats / Start with LEFT foot

PART A (32 BEATS):
(2) "BOOGIE BASICS" --- DS RS(IB) DS RS(IB)
L    RL     R    LR
(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS (turn ¼ left)
L    R    L    RL
(3) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS TO MAKE A BOX

CHORUS (32 BEATS):
(1) "FANCY DOUBLE" --- DS DS RS RS
L    R    LR    LR
(4) "HEEL STEPS" --- HEEL STEP HEEL STEP HEEL STEP HEEL STEP
(move forward)          L    L    R    R    L    L    R    R
(1) "FANCY DOUBLE"
(4) "TOE STEPS" --- TOE STEP TOE STEP TOE STEP TOE STEP
(move back)          L    L    R    R    L    L    R    R
(4) "BASICS" --- (turn 360° left)
(1) "DOUBLE OUT" --- DS DBL APART TOG APART TOG CHUG
L    R    [---------- BOTH ----------] R
(1) "TRIPLE"

BREAK 1 (16 BEATS):
(2) "CLOGOVER VINES" --- DS DS(IF) DS DS(IB) DS DS(IF) DS RS
(move left and right)          L    R    L    R    L    R    L    RL

BREAK 2 (24 BEATS):
(1) "CLOGOVER VINE" --- (move left) (turn 360° right)
(1) "CHAIN" --- DS RS RS RS
R    LR    LR    LR
(1) "TRIPLE"
(1) "CLOGOVER VINE" --- (move right)
**BLUE CLEAR SKY** (CONT’D)

(1) ADD A "CHARLESTON"
(2) REPEAT CHORUS
(1) ADD ONE "DOUBLE OUT" AND "TRIPLE"
(1) REPEAT BREAK 1
(1) TOUCH LEFT TOE BEHIND RIGHT FOOT

SEQUENCE: Wait 36, A, A **, Charleston, CHORUS, BREAK 1, A, Charleston, CHORUS, BREAK 2, Charleston, CHORUS, CHORUS, DOUBLE OUT & TRIPLE, BREAK 1, TOUCH TOE.

ABBREVIATIONS:
- DS -- double step
- RS -- rock step
- TCH -- touch
- DBL -- double
- TOG -- together
- IB -- in back
- IF -- in front
- L -- left
- R -- right

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
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